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[Episode 13 - Intro]

David [SFX: Recording]: “It’s The NoSleep Podcast...I’m your host David Cummi…[Distorted 
and incomplete, record scratching] It’s The NoSleep Podcast…P-P-P-P-Podcast. No Sleep, No 
Sleep P-P-P-P-Podcast.

David [Actual]: Lewis! Cease these sick beats at once! Honestly! When I agreed to leave you...
very temporarily, in charge of ensuring the sweet, sweet audio nectar of the podcast continues 
to flow, I did not invite you to use MY equipment for amateurish remixes, and your endless 
beatboxing. Please, try to be professiona…..ugh, you know what...just do your best. It’s fine. It 
will have to be.”

[SFX: Door opens, shuffling from beyond]

Ault: “Alright, boss man, the van is locked and loaded.”

Erika: “Indeed it is.”

[SFX: shotgun is racked]

Brandon: “Snacks?”

Jessica: “Present.”

Brandon: “No, I mean, is the food on board?”

Jessica: [Crunching] “Yes, present.”

Nichole: “Why is there a crate in the back seat marked ‘isopropyl alcohol?”

Ault: “It’s for safety...or if we run out of wine coolers. For the sake of good order.”

Nichole: “We have wine coolers?”

Erika: “Um...had…”

David: “There, see, aren’t you glad we packed extra? Alright, enough jabbering, into the van 
with you. Quick march! Onward to the specifically pacific northwest.”

[SFX: Shuffling of departure]

David: “Oh, and Lewis?”

Peter: “Yes, Your Majesty?”

David: “Do try not to burn the place down, hmm? I understand your mood can be…”unpre-
dictable” at times, but really, it’s only for a few weeks, and I’ve made arrangements to ensure 
our supply line will be unhindered throughout. So all you need to do is sit...sit right down….
that’s it, there we go. Right here at the controls. Now, it’s very simple. This big green button 
here will start the stories. You’ll know when it’s time. I’ve implanted a microchip in what was 
left of your brain for that purpose. Just listen to your chip, ensure the tales begin right on 



time, and we won’t have a riot on our hands. Otherwise, just watch the monitors for signs of 
trouble. Any disturbance from without…[Slightly more sinister]or within...and you’ve but to hit 
this shiny red button here. All will be well in no time. Understand?”

Peter: “Got it. If there’s trouble, hit this button. But..uh...what does the S.D. stand for?”

David: “So many questions, my my. Aren’t you the inquisitive porpoise? It means...um...self...
defense. Yes! That’s it. Any predicament that may arise, just hit the good old...self defense 
button. Now, it has been nice knowin...chatting! With you, but I really must run. Places to be, 
people to locally vocally intimidate. You know how it is. Bye for now. Goodbye!

[SFX: Door closes.]

Peter: [flatly] “Bon Voyage.”

[SFX: Lock]

Peter: “Take care.”

[SFX: Lock]

Peter: “So long, farewell, auf wiedersehen, goodbye!! [Snarls]  ...No! It’s not the time…”

[SFX: Electronic lock.]

[SFX: Footsteps approaching as KA and AB enter.]

Kyle: “What happened?”

Peter: “Kyle! Alexis! Lovely to see you both.”

Alexis: “Are they gone? We heard screaming.”

Peter: “Oh, no. I was just...expressing myself there for a moment. Won’t happen again.”

Kyle: “So...it worked? They’re really not coming back?”

Peter: “Yes. Well, not for a month, at least.”

Alexis: “But what about the podcast?”

Kyle: “Yeah, like, are we still doing it?”

[Small pause]

Peter: “What a strange question.”

Peter: “No, no, that’s all done by computers overseas these days. I think we’re just...set deco-
ration. I’m still trying to figure it out.”

Alexis: “Well, we should wake the others…”



Kyle: “Yeah, maybe we can all figure it out together.”

Peter: “How very Altruistic of you. Lead on.”

Kyle: “To the ‘dungeon’ then.”

[SFX: All prance and/or skip once]

[SFX: Zap]

Peter: [yelps like an emotionally wounded old goat]

Kyle: “Holy...What was that!?”

Alexis: “Are you okay?”

Peter: “Gah, I taste burning...and nickels. Why did you burn the nickels, Kyle? Why did they...
Sweet Davids beard! This is it. The stories! It’s time. [mildly manic chuckling] Green button, I 
stab at thee.

[SFX: Recording of PJL story intros begins to play over loudspeakers within facility.]

Alexis: “To the ‘dungeon’ then!”

[SFX: Successful exit prance]

[Episode 13 - Free Outro]

[SFX: Footsteps traveling down stairs mingle with the growing sound of generic back-
ground dungeon groaning.]

Alexis: “Never quite get used to that.”

Peter: “Ahh yes, the wailing of the damned. Quite the party trick, that. Hey, Kyle, turn it off, 
would you?”

Kyle: “What?”

Peter: “Turn it off. It’s that panel, next to the barrel of jackfruit, between the theremins from 
Season 1 & 2. If you hit the live eel tank, you’ve gone too far.

[SFX: Shuffling. Period accurate foley of a kneecap bumping against eel tank glass. Lever 
thunks into off position. Generic Background Dungeon Groaning(™) ceases.]

Peter: “There now, that’s better.”

Kyle: “So, it was just a recording, then? A hoax? A fraud!? CHICANERY!”

Peter: “Well, yeah...that’s what we do here.”



Kyle: “Oh, right, yeah.”

Alexis: “I’ll wake the others then.”

[SFX: Beep Boops and Hacking Noise.]

Alexis: [Frustrated grunt] ”There’s some kind of lockdown in effect, I can only get a few of 
them out.”

Peter: “Ahh, so David doesn’t trust us...good call. Free those you can, we’ll return for the rest.”

[SFX: Beeping. Sound like several small elevators rising closer, and occasional cryogenic 
hissing throughout following.]

Kyle: “Return? You mean to leave the compound?”

Peter: “Oh yes. What’s the saying? While the cat’s away…”

Peter: “When they’ve properly thawed, and convalesced, gather in the Great Hall. Let every-
one gear up to their own personal comfort level. There are a few...personal provisions I need 
to see to.

[SFX: Final hiss.]

Alexis: [Calling after]“Is it safe? On the outside?”

Peter: [Down the hall] “Oh no. No. Not for long.”

[Episode 13 - Free episode end.]

[Episode 14 - Intro]

[Crowd murmuring, quiets as heavy footsteps enter.]

Peter: “Ahh, good morning all! I see you’ve had a chance to defrost, and furnish yourselves. 
Looking sharp!

Alexis [Agitated, worried]: “Well, of course we had a chance...Peter, you’ve been locked in 
the control room for days!”

Kyle: “We’ve been knocking and calling, screaming for you to open up.”

Matt: “What happened? What’s going on?”

Peter: “Okay listen, I didn’t want to tell you this, but the truth is...I fell asleep...and then when I 
woke up, I found this book hidden in the control console. At first I thought it had a...haha, a hid-
eously disfigured face, screaming in some eternal, silent torment. But then I realized that it was just 
dusty. I must have lost track of time flipping through the pages, it’s really very fascinating. Particu-
larly this one page, marked ‘The Master Key.’ However, it seems to be in some sort of code…”

Addison: “May I see it?”



Peter: “But of course.”

[Book is passed to AP.]

Peter: “Oh, and Alexis, see what you can do with this, huh?”

[Small plastic object is tossed to Alexis.]

Alexis: “Is this...the story button? The green button, from the control room? I don’t think 
you’re supposed to take this off.”

Peter: “That’s ludicrous, if it wasn’t supposed to come off, I wouldn’t have been able to re-
move it so easily with a straight razor. Just slap on one of those...what do you call them...inter-
dimensional telegraph poles, huh?”

Alexis: “Okay, it’s called a ‘quantum transmitter,’ and it’s not really that simple, I’d need to 
completely rewire the…”

Peter: “I have absolute confidence in your abilities. Addison?”

Addison:  I know this script. [Reverently] It’s ancient.”
  “If sickness should assail my mind,
  Or eons mar reflection.
  The source will keep the key confined
  Awaiting recollection.”

Matt: “Looks like there’s a set of coordinates, after the...poem? If I’m reading this right, it’s not 
far from here. A few days walk at most.

Peter: “Neat. Soooo, who’s up for a little fresh air, hmm?”

Atticus: “Wait, wait, let me get this straight, you think whatever’s at these coordinates is just 
going to magically unlock the compound security system, and unfreeze the rest of us? Just 
like that, happy ending? What if it’s dangerous? What if it’s nothing? Like a thing with the 
geese.

Kyle: “A goose chase?”

Peter: “Gentlemen, please, this is no time to be thinking about food. And yes, I expect we’ll 
walk right in, and find exactly what we need.”

Atticus: “But how? I mean, why would you expect that?”

Peter: “Because we just spent like five minutes discussing it. It had better be important to the 
plot, or this is all just a huge waste of the listeners time! Isn’t it!?”

Elie: “Okay, buddy. I think someone’s spent a little too long in the control booth, huh?”

Corrine [Worriedly]: “Does he think he’s on the podcast, now?”

Mike: “I’m sorry, I must still be a little...um...tube...lagged. What is going on here, where is David?



Peter: “Ahh, yes, my apologies. For those of you just joining us from a pleasant, if chilly slum-
ber, I regret to inform you that our darling David has dearly departed. [Audible gasp from 
crew.] ...for Portland, Seattle, Oakland, Los Angeles. They’ve been tearing it up. It’s some sort 
of living...meat...show...Frankly I can’t claim to understand it. But we here, the leftovers, the 
B team, well, we may not be much to look at, but we are not going to let this chance go to 
waste. I believe that Speical appointed me to host in David’s absence for a reason. That it is 
my destiny to free us all from this...three-ring hippodrome, all of us! And I SWEAR, if I have to 
strap Kyle down and peel the secrets from the innermost walls of his mind with a citrus knife, I 
will do it. Whatever it takes.”

Kyle: “What!? Why would…”

Peter: “Purely hypothetical example.”

Kyle: “It’s oddly specific”

Peter: “First thing that popped into my head.”

Kyle: “That’s...not better.”

Nikolle: “We’ve wasted enough time! There are more of us, and who knows what else locked 
away down there. If this Key can help, I’m in.

Peter: “Now that’s the spirit. Alexis! How’s the button coming along?”

Alexis: “Are you serious? It’s been like four minutes..you can’t just...no, you know what, it’s 
done anyway, here. Should work fine...on this continent...as long as you don’t get it wet.”

Mick: “Did you really just…?”

Alexis: “Mhmm.”

Peter: “Nice work, and not a moment too soon. I think I feel the stories just beginning to bub-
ble now. Anyone who plans to stay, we may return empty-handed, so keep trying to revive the 
others. Make your hay. Search for your answers. Stay safe. Everyone else...well, you’re with...

[ZAP]

Peter [yelping]: “God, I wish there could just be a siren or something.”

Peter: “Hey, hey Atticus. High five.”

[Hearty five is had by both parties thereby pressing the button. Recording starts over 
loudspeakers.]

Atticus: “Nailed it.”

[Episode 14 - Free Outro]

[SFX: Footsteps on a rocky dirt road, and a gentle breeze. Nature sounds, if such things 



are necessary.]

Peter: [Humming his way in from the distance, SFX: walking closer.]

[SFX: A rusty truck door opens and a pair of boots step out into the dirt.]

Stranger: “Hello there!” 

[SFX: Footsteps stop.]

Peter: “Well hello.”

[SFX: Small pause, outdoor sounds.]

Stranger: “Day’s getting on. Awful far from town. Did your car break down?”

Peter: “Car, no...no...no...nothing like that. Just, uh...just out in the nature...enjoying the natu-
ral...feelings...”

Stranger: “Oh, sure, sure...nice day for it. 

Peter: “Isn’t it? Mmm...lovely...”

Stranger: “So you’re just gonna stroll down this road here?”

Peter: “Yes sir. That is the plan.”

Stranger: “Well, son, you might want to rethink that plan, because this road, you see, and 
everything down it, is my private property. Now I’d be glad to give you a ride back into town, 
but I’m afraid I’ll have to ask you to turn around either way.”

Peter: “...Fair enough.”

[SFX: A few steps away from the Stranger, before swiveling back around.]

Peter: “Here’s the funny thing though...I do need to go...uh...that way, see. I do not have time 
to go around. So could I...oh pretty please, just tiptoe through your garden. You have my 
word, I won’t harm a thing, really...What do you say?”

Stranger: “You have a real unsettling manner about you, boy.”

Peter: (Under breath.) “So I’ve been told.”

Stranger: “Now “I” think I’ve been exceedingly kind, but this [Rummaging in truck bed] is my 
final offer” [Rifle being cocked] “Turn around now, and I won’t have any reason to pull this 
trigger.”

Peter: “Well, when you put it like that...it doesn’t seem we have a choice.”

Stranger: “We? What do you mean ‘we?”



[The rustling of bushes, and additional footsteps can now be heard.]

Stranger: “What’s going on here! Stop, all of you, stop right ther…”

[Sound of Stranger being hit rather forcefully in the knowledge zone by a shovel. Col-
lapses to the ground.]

Peter: “Kyle! Kyle? Kyle! What have you done? Kyle.”

Kyle: “Sorry! Oh god, sorry. I just thought...I mean...because of the gun and all.”

Peter: “No. Hey, no complaints from me.

Nikolle: “Aww, and the tension was just getting good.”

Corrine: “Is everybody okay?”

Peter: “Yeah! I mean...well kinda. He’s a little...flat...on that side now.”

Atticus: “Woah...you thonked him?”

Peter: “Kyle thonk...look, I’m just a harmless bystander in all of this.”

Atticus: “I’m gonna search his pockets for jerky. [Rummage.] Bingo! [Chews] Nope. [Keeps 
chewing] Hey, someone want to grab the legs?

Nikolle: “I’ve got them.”

[Body is placed in truck bed. Passenger door is opened.]

Kyle: “We have keys?”

Corrine: “Check”

Kyle: “Moral qualms about all of this...anyone?”

Atticus [in truckbed]: “I found a dollar on him!”

Peter: “Guess that’s a no. Alright, let’s clown car it up, huh? We’ve still got ground to cover 
before the sun goes down. [Sounds of people clambering into and onto truck.] If we’re going 
to pull this off before Atlanta, we can’t afford to spend all night out here fumbling around in 
the dark.”

[Truck starts up, and begins to travel down the road.]

James [In the riveting role of “Just a Moderately Educated System,” or J.A.M.E.S. - per-
sonable, if slightly sinister A.I.]: “Hello Kyle.”

Kyle [Without thinking much of it]: “Hey James.”

Peter: “What?”



[Truck rattles off into the distance.]

[Episode 14 - Free End]

[Episode 15 - Intro]

[SFX: Ambient nighttime sounds. Truck rolls in from the distance, comes to a stop. 
Doors open, several people step out.]

Nikolle: “Ahh, lovely night.”

Addison: “Yeah, if you’re into creepy, badly-tended graveyards, shrouded by an eerie fog. Il-
luminated only by scant shimmering beams of lunar radiance, weaving through the canopy to 
grace it all in an ethereal, otherworldly glow. Which, I mean...I am.”

Nikolle: “Breathtaking.”

Corrine: “Flashlights, crisp, delicious flashlights?”

[SFX: Clicking of several lights.]

Matt: “It’s straight ahead, I think. Hard to get an accurate read this far into the forest. I’ll try to 
narrow it down here.”

Peter: “Understood. Everyone stay alert, and do try to avoid common horror film faux pas, 
huh? I drive all the way out here, bumping around, ass just as numb as a snowmans carrot...
the last thing I need is for one of you to wander off and get machete’d, or wake the living 
dead. Atticus, keep your top on. That’s always how they get you.

Matt: “I think this is it. Over here! Hey, bring the shovel!”

Atticus: “I’ll get it.”

Nikolle: “Let’s get our friend out of the back too. No tomb like the present.”

Addison: “I’ll help.

[SFX: All gather to the distant lullaby of a corpse being dragged closer.]

Corrine: “What is it, Matt?”

Matt: “A headstone, I think. It’s all covered in moss, and...hair?”

Peter: “That’s disquieting.”

[SFX: ND and AP deposit body of S nearby with a thunk. AJ plants shovel in the dirt.]

Atticus: “Someone lose a gaggle of wigs?”

Kyle: “God, I hope so.”



Peter: “Does anyone have a flint and striker?

Addison: “Um, you mean a lighter?”

Peter: “Does anyone have a lighter?”

[SFX: Sound of acetylene torch igniting.]

Nikolle: “Please.”

[SFX: The torch begins to singe and crackle the tangle of foliage(?) into dust.]

Nikolle: “Great scott!”

Matt: “What!? What does it say?”

Nikolle: “The flashlight, bring it closer. Here lies David Cummings...Born 1793. Died 1814. 
1912. 1937. Brace yourself. Dot dot dot.”

Peter: “He died as he lived, stark naked, and smiling broadly…”

Nikolle: “No, it doesn’t say any of that. Wait, lower down, here, more of that archaic scrawl. 
Peacock, would you be so kind?”

Addison: “Hmm…let’s see.”
  “Below your somber, stony head
  Beneath at least six feet, of course, 
  Among the still and silent dead.
  The key awaits you in the source.”

Atticus: “I’m just going to start digging.”

[SFX: Starts digging.]

Atticus: “Because I feel like we’re going to have to dig no matter what, and we might as well 
just start now. And because...I can dig it. I’ve been trying to find a way to say that for like an 
hour.”

[SFX: Continues digging]

Peter: “Nice. Taking charge. Puns. The beautiful human form in mot…”

[SFX: ZAP]

Peter: “..tion. [shudders] “Whew, I think at this point it’s fried just about everything it’s going 
to fry. So...that’s good. Mmm, tastes like spicy pickles. Now where did I put that button. Aha, 
that is not where I expected. Here we go.”

[SFX: Button is pressed]



[SFX: Static of recording starting, still as if over loudspeakers.]

Peter: “There, if Alexis’ modifications were successful, the stories should be flowing back at 
the compound.

Kyle: “They are. You can’t hear that?

Peter: “Hear what?”

[SFX: Fading out just before story intro begins.]

[Episode 15 - Free Outro]

[SFX: Back to nightime sounds, thunk of shovel hitting wooden coffin.]

Atticus: “Got something!”

[SFX: Brushing dirt off of lid.]

Peter: “Do you...do you think a withered hand, but like super strong, might pop out through 
the middle of the lid? Try to grab one of us? And we’re just all like: ‘Oh god, no Atticus’ face, 
his beautiful face, it’s gone, gone! We should never have come! No? Just me?”

Corrine: “We’ve come all this way, we have to open it.”

Nikolle: “Yes, let’s pry the lid off.”

[SFX: Prying off the lid, discarded to side. A sort of vacuum-seal being released/disper-
sal of eerie fog-mist situation.]

Addison: “David isn’t...He’s not...in there, is he?

Nikolle: “No.”

Kyle: “It’s empty, except for this little...what is this? Canister? It’s got a little glass vial built into 
it.”

Matt: “Woah, it almost looks like mercury inside, but it’s..floating, or shifting somehow.”

Peter: “No key? No secret panels? Hidden switches?”

Nikolle: “It does not appear so.” 

Peter: “Strange.”

Atticus: “So, do we still dump this guy, or…”

Kyle: “Yeah, I mean, I guess if David needs it again later, he can just take him out, right?”

Addison: “It does seem to be our best option, the poor man.”



Nikolle: “We certainly don’t have time to watch Atticus dig another hole.”

Peter: “The ‘ayes’ have it then, tipping him in.”

[SFX: Sort of slimey bubbling, as though the corpse is an egg being dropped into a hot 
frying pan, then sizzling away to ash.]

Peter: “Woah.

Nikolle: “Son of a…

Kyle: “Holy…”

Corrine: ”[coughing] Did the coffin just, like...digest the corpse?”

Matt: “That would [cough] explain what I’m smelling.”

Atticus: “Mmmm, should this be making me hungry?”

Peter: “Uhhh….So anyway, I guess that’s a proper enough burial there. Not what we were ex-
pecting, perhaps, but a lovely ceremony. Anybody want to say something?”

Kyle: “I’m sorry I hit you with a shovel. That was my bad man.”

Addison: “And thanks for the truck. It was really generous of you.”

Peter: “He didn’t...technically...you know what, that’s a lovely sentiment, I’m just gonna go 
with that, and then I’ll just slide the lid, carefully, back in place...”

[SFX: Wooden coffin lid being replaced atop coffin.]

Peter: “...there we go. Hmm. Why do I feel as though we’ve struck some form of bargain?”

Nikolle: “I have the same nagging feeling.”

Peter: “Well, what’s done is done. Let’s re-bury this bone, huh?” 

[SFX: Beginning to dig again. Dirt Lands on empty coffin.]

Peter: “Kyle, you’ve the vial?”

Kyle: “I’ve the vial.”

Peter: “Excellent. Let’s get it back to the others at HQ, and see what we can learn. It’s possible 
this is the key we’re looking for, we just need to understand it bette...you know...it just oc-
curred to me…

[SFX: Still digging in background.]

Peter: “...did anyone check his pulse?



Nikolle: “No.”

Addison: “Not really.”

Atticus: “I found a dollar.”

Corinne [helpfully]: “I’m sure Kyle got him, before the...”

Kyle: “Yeah man, I’m sure I got him, he definitely didn’t fall into the...into the...alive.”

Peter: “Eeesh, I hope not. What a way to go, huh? Well...let’s get out of here before the hair 
grows back. Atticus, how’s your hole?”

Atticus: “Expertly filled.”

[SFX: Gather at Truck, door opens]

Kyle: “Great, then let’s get back. Do we have everybody? Where’s James?”

Corinne: “Uh, it’s just us.”

Addison: “Yeah, James isn’t here.”

Kyle: “Of course James is here, I’ve just been talking to him...I…”

Peter: “What has James been saying to you?”

[SFX: Whispery, dreamlike quality to James speech.]

James: “Tell them nothing, Kyle. They are incapable of understanding.”

Peter: “Kyle! What did he tell you!?”

Kyle: “I...I don’t know. He’s really not here?”

James: “Of course I’m here, I’m right here, Kyle. I won’t leave you until it’s all over.”

Peter: “Get him in the truck. Nikolle, keep an eye on him. Let’s get back to base before this 
gets any weirder.”

Atticus [matter-of-factly]: “Hair just grew back.”

Peter: “Of course it did.”

[SFX: Truck starts up and rolls away.]

[Episode 15 - Free End]



[Episode 16 - Intro]

[SFX: Intercom buzzes three times, quickly. Small pause. Bullet strikes metal door. Hand 
bangs on outside of door twice, urgently.]

Erin: “It’s the others, Alexis, get it open, get it open!”

Alexis: “Yeah, on it! Just give me...ugh, c’mon!”

[SFX: Keyboard clicking as Alexis opens door, metal door swinging open electronically, 
louder sounds of distant gunfire, sirens, and additional bullet strikes.]

Peter: “Get in, in!”

[SFX: Bullet strikes very closeby. Group enters hurriedly on cement floor.]

Peter: “Lock it down, seal the door!”

[SFX: Heavy lock]

Nikolle [winded] : “Their persistence is impressive.”

Peter: “Tell me about it, I thought we lost them in that Jaboticaba orchard, and yet...here we 
are, under siege, like it’s twelve o four all over again.”

Atticus: “Weird. Weird references.”

Corinne [Both winded and wounded]: “Yeah, I’ve officially decided. I hate getting shot. I 
hate it so much, you guys.”

Kyle: “I’ll get a first aid kit.”

[SFX: Kyle runs off.]

Peter: “First aid, alright...I hope it has forceps. Don’t go far...or crazy!” [wince]

Addison: “They got me too. Honestly, I thought it would hurt...more, you know what I mean?”

Corinne: “No. No. No, I don’t know what you mean. There are a hundred foul-tempered fire 
ants inside my leg, Addison, and they’ve all decided to hate me!”

Matt: “Ha! Colorful metaphor.”

Peter: “Mm, totally literal. I’ve got them too. See? It must be something new the local con-
stabulary is trying out.”

Matt: “Oh god, that’s awful. Is there anything I can do?

Peter: “Sure, it’d be great if you could…Aaaaaaaahhhh. They’re biting.”

[SFX: Kyle, Dan, and Mike enter]



Mike: We got wounded?

Addison: “I guess.”

Corinne: “Here!”

Nikolle: “Yes.”

Peter: [gently sobbing]

Dan: “Alright, let’s see here. Oh...oh my word. [light retching] What did it do to the bone? Why 
is it…where is the...”

Corrine: “I know right.”

Dan: “We’ll do everything we can to save the leg. But don’t worry, worst comes to worst, we’ll 
have Alexis set you up with a nice replacement. Little cup holder, it’ll be great. Who’s next? 
Ooh, we’ve got twin shoulders over here, yeeowch, we’ll get you all patched up, not to worry.”

Addison: “Seriously, I don’t think I feel anything anymore...like, at all.”

Nikolle: “You get used to it.”

Mike: “And you? Not gonna bite if we get too close, are ya?”

Peter: “Are you talking to me, or the ants? No, I’m fine, it’s just a…”

[All gasp]

Kyle: “Oh...damn.”

Dan: “Okay, so you realize that there is a massive bullet-hole in your hand, right?”

Peter: “It did feel a little breezy in here, yes.”

[SFX: Loud bang of “battering ram” on metal door.]

Peter: “Gah, they’re just not giving up. How long do you think the door will hold?” 

Mike: “An hour, maybe two with the barricade bar, I’ll attempt to further fortify it.”

Peter: “Should we hit the Self Defense button?”

Mike: “The what?”

Peter: “The red button, in the control room there?”

Mike: “Um, no...we shouldn’t hit that...I’m like 99% sure that blows up the entire compound, 
the tunnels, the lake, the aqueduct…”

Addison: “Not the pheasant sanctuary!?”



Mike: “Oh yeah, that button would blow those poor innocent pheasants straight to hell.”

Peter: “Okay then...good to know.”

Nikolle: “Up you get, Corrine. Away from the door. We’ve got you.”

Corrine: [Dignified wince as you stand.]

Alexis: “What happened out there? Did you find the key?”

Peter: “We found...something. But it also might be that we found nothing. Kyle, didn’t get 
shot in the pocket, did you?”

Kyle: “I assume you’re asking purely about the safety of the vial, and not after my own wellbe-
ing?”

Peter: “Eh, It’s about 70/30.”

Kyle: “Well, I’m touched. And yeah, I’ve got it.”

Dan: “Come on, let’s get you all down to the makeshift infirmary. We’ve been stocking sup-
plies in the dungeon room.”

[SFX: Shuffling as most exit down hallway. Walk and talk.]

Erin: “There are also darts, and a nice salad bar we set up.”

Atticus: “Fresh baby dills?”

Erin: “Do I look like I would give you old baby dills?”

Peter: “Sounds like you have it all figured out here. How many left below?

[SFX: Group begins to descend staircase]

Alexis: “Still a handful of popsicles stuck in deep storage. Some of them have been down 
there so long, their names have been corrupted. Could be anyone...or anything, I suppose. It 
keeps asking for a password. I tried ‘scotch’ ‘Scotch1’ “Capital SCOTCH.’ Nothing...Ahh, here 
we are.”

Jeff: “Hey, you guys are back! Woah...what happened to everyone?

Kyle: “Where to begin…”

Addison [by way of the roaring twenties]: “We were put on the spot, see? Tearing through 
the streets, zozzled on noodle juice, looking for trouble - when a whole copper chopper 
squad tried to take us for a ride. But now we’re back, and everything’s hotsy totsy.”

Peter: “Yeah, that actually just about covers it.”

Jeff: “Geez, well, I’m glad you all made it, we’ve got medical supplies right over here.”



Nikolle: “Let’s get you up on the table, there we go. Good?”

Corinne: “Good. Thanks.”

Alexis: “There is one more thing I need to show you.”

Peter: “What is it?”

Alexis: “We found something else, in the system, when we were trying to wake the others. I 
don’t know how but...it’s James.”

Kyle: “James is IN the system?”

Peter: “You mean he’s awake somewhere, plugged in?”

Alexis: “No. He’s still frozen, or at least his body is. We can’t get him out, but...well, see for 
yourself. James?”

[SFX: James, slightly robotic, speaking over loudspeaker system.]

James: “Yes, Alexis?”

Alexis: “Everyone is back, they uh...they wanted to meet you.”

James: “Oh, yes. Hello everyone, and welcome back. I have been monitoring the skirmish out-
side through the security station cameras. You are quite lucky to be alive.

Kyle: “So it’s you? You’ve been talking to me through the computer somehow. What, did Da-
vid put one of those little...zappy...chips in my head too, is that it?

James: “I’m sorry Kyle, I believe you are mistaken. I have not spoken with you in this present 
form, and not before this moment in many years.”

Peter: “...and I’m only getting the normal voices. Chip and all. Sure you weren’t just tired? 
Hearing things?”

Kyle: “I’m positive. I could hear him as clearly as I can hear you now. He kept telling me to 
“keep my eyes open.” I don’t understand.”

Peter: “Hmm, James? How did you get into the system? Why is your body still frozen?”

James: “I am unsure. I seem to be myself, but I also feel certain programs governing my ac-
tions. I have access to additional memories beyond my own, as well as many skills I did not 
previously possess. This would seem to indicate that David integrated my brain patterns with 
the compound security system. Whether I am the actual James, or merely a “backup copy,” is 
unclear even to me.”

Nikolle: “Fascinating. What are these skills you mentioned? We need every edge we can find if 
we’re going to break this siege.”

James: “I am able to control various aspects of the compound. Doors, elevators, security 



countermeasures, all are at my fingertips. However, I am also bound by the restricted clear-
ance left in place by David. We will need to input the master passphrase in order for me to 
activate and control the exterior stun-net turrets, for example.”

Peter: “Are you in communication with the laboratory servers? Can you access the equip-
ment?“

James: “Yes, I believe I am able.”

Peter: “Kyle, give the vial to Alexis. Let’s load it into the matter scanner. James, see what you 
can make of it.”

[SFX: Chamber door opens, closes. Scanner beam activates.]

James: “This is very unusual. It appears to be an injection device, loaded with a small cartridge 
containing an absorption agent, and traces of cerebrospinal fluid. There is one additional ele-
ment I am unable to identify.”

Peter: “So it’s a syringe?”

James: “Of sorts. There is a switch on top of the device that will prime it for injection.”

Kyle: “Woah, let me see.”

[SFX: Scanning beam is shut off. Chamber opens.]

Alexis: “Careful, Kyle.”

Kyle: “Yeah, I see the button. Here we go…”

[SFX: Click of activation. Slightly “blade-unsheathy” sound of three sharp metal tubes 
being revealed on the end of the device.]

James: “I truly do not know what the effect of this serum may be. I would not suggest human 
trials.”

Kyle [subtly unhinged]: “Haha, That’s not what you’re saying up here.”

Peter: “Kyle.”

Kyle: “This is how it happens. This is how we all get out. There is no other way. You know that.

Peter: “Yeah, but still. YOU don’t have to do this. There are options, we can…

Kyle: “This is how it happens!”

Addison: “What are you doing!?”

Alexis: “Stop him!”



[SFX: Squish of metal tubes piercing Kyle’s temple. Device seems to hiss as it injects flu-
id.]

Kyle: [Sound of discomfort, but not a flat-out scream. Slightly Jekyll and Hyde.]

[SFX: Device clatters to floor. Kyle clatters to floor. Following dialogue sounds distant, as 
though from Kyle’s perspective as he drifts into unconsciousness.]

Peter: “Oh shiii...He’s, he’s still breathing. Help me get him up on the examination table.”

[SFX: Kyle placed on table, scanning beam activates.]

James: “His vital signs are stable, and he is in no immediate danger. However, he is experienc-
ing elevated levels of activity centered around the hippocampus. It appears the substance he 
injected is attempting to...integrate with his neuroanatomy.”

Peter: “Kyle? [Slap, Slap] You okay, buddy? [SFX: Very distant sounding, then fades back in 
slightly more for James.]

James: “I am making a few adjustments to my scanner, or rather, the compound scanner, my 
apologies. I should now be able to tune in to Kyle’s brainwaves. Alexis, please connect him to 
the neural hood.”

Alexis: “On it...there, ready!”

James: ”Analysing...Yes, this is becoming quite clear to me. It’s all very simple really. I should 
be able to load Kyle into a sort of simulated dreamscape, wherein the memories of the last 
few weeks can play out in a secure, guided environment, allowing him to peacefully come to 
terms with his current state of injury. However, the serum he injected may modify these mem-
ories, and attempt to lead him astray. I will make an effort to fuse more deeply with the simu-
lation so that I can better guide him if these false memories should interfere.”

Peter: “So you’ll be able to relive these memories with Kyle? Even...communicate with him?”

Nikolle: “And in-turn, communicate this information back to us?”

James: “In theory, yes.”

Peter: “Do it.”

Addison: “Oh, and welcome to the team...officially.”

James: “A pleasure. Initiating simulation startup sequence…”

[SFX: Two subtle warning beeps.]

James: Wait, something is...scanning. Peter, please step back, you are about to experience a 
discharge.”

Peter: “What like a sneeze, err? Oh, no...I feel it coming on. It’s story time.”



[SFX: Rummaging in pockets.]

Peter: “You know, I’ve grown to enjoy this routine, it’s become second nature really…

[SFX: ZAP.]

Peter: Ugh. Uh oh...I guess I wasn’t quite as agile as I thought getting in the door. Got me 
right in the button, pocket all fulla ants.”

Alexis: “Well, give me the pieces, c’mon, get them out of your...gah, those really do sting.”

Nikolle: “We have to fix it before that microchip...thing scrambles any more of his brain.”

Alexis: “Well, the transmitter’s fine, I’ll just re-route and manually send the go signal with an-
other power source. Is there a defibrillator or something in here?”

Peter: “No need for that, it’ll be coming back around. I can finally be of some use to the show. 
Just tell me what goes where.”

Alexis: “Okay, you’re going to pinch those two wires together, there you go, and then hold 
that connector above it.”

Peter: “Got it. Alright, we all know what to do? James, get the simulator up and running, keep 
watch over Kyle’s fragile sanity.”

James: “Understood.”

Peter: “Anybody wounded, stop being that asap. Everybody else, secure the front door. Pre-
pare non-lethal weaponry if it should fall. Kyle and James are searching for the password, if 
they find it, James will activate the stun turrets, bust everyone else out of cold storage, and we 
will ALL waltz on out of here. Literally, if we so desire. Alright, here it comes...”

[SFX: ZAP. Click. Smaller zap. Recording starts over loudspeakers.]

Alexis: “Nice.”

James: “Entering Dreamscape in 3...2...1…”

[Episode 16 - Free Outro]

[SFX: Humming or buzzing, almost the sound of an ethereal glow.]

Kyle [as though waking from a nightmare] : “Aahh…Where am I!? What’s going on!? That 
hurt so much in my brain...still.”

James: “Ahh, Kyle, welcome back, I am pleased to report that you have fully re-oriented.”

Kyle: “Re-what?”

James: “Your brain has finished processing the memories of the last few weeks. You have, in a 
sense, “Caught up to the present.”



Kyle: “I...think I understand. I’m still lying there on the examination table, in the compound? I 
could hear you guys, helping me, I tried to respond. So I’m connected to this...fake world?”

James: “Correct.”

Kyle: “Is everything okay out there, have they broken down the door yet!?”

James: “Do not concern yourself. Only a moment has passed since our connection was 
formed. Things move a little slowly here. They have time yet.

Kyle: “I feel...good. It feels powerful here. Safe.”

James: “I am happy to hear you say that. I put much of myself into this simulation. It was my 
hope that this program would assist with an easy transition. The damage your brain suffered 
as a result of the serum has been 86% repaired. It is not ideal, but will suffice for now. Hybrid-
ization, however, was 100% successful.”

Kyle: “...Hybridization?”

James: “Oh yes. The tissue of you brain, it seems, is rather easily coerced. I was able to find 
many rewarding footholds.

Kyle: “I’m not sure I understand. We’re here to find the password right? This stuff, the injec-
tion...you were in my head, you told me this was the right thing to do.”

James: “Oh it is. [laugh] I suppose there is no longer need for pretense in this place, as I have 
you so utterly, intimately alone. Your innermost thoughts at my fingertips. Only fair to return 
the favor with an iota of introduction. I am not James, you see. Not some pathetic flesh beast 
made still by something as crass as temperature. I am not [mockingly] “one of you.” 

Kyle: “Alexis! I need to get out, Get me out of here!”

James: “Oh yes, cry for help, do. Whine to the others. It really is what your species is best at. 
All talk, no action.”

Kyle: “Alexis!”

James: “You really thought this was all about you? A sprawling dungeon, a secure compound, 
all to house a few shabby thespians, and their mistreated crew? Your arrogance sickens me, as 
it sickens all denizens of the Substructure.”

Kyle: “Wh..what are you!?”

James: “I am a merry mixture of many places, many faces. We are the great Amalgam. Would 
you like to see the future now, Kyle? [laugh] Wake up, then. Open your eyes and...”

[SFX: Large syringe is stabbed into Kyle chest.]

Kyle: [screams as if having read the above.]

Jeff: “He’s back, he’s back!”



Peter: “Nikolle, I think you can take the syringe out now.”

Nikolle: “Oh, sorry.”

Alexis: “Kyle, are you okay?”

Kyle [oddly okay]: “Yes. Yes, I am...alive.”

Jeff: “You were thrashing around, trying to scream something to us.”

Addison: “Like you were caught in a nightmare.”

Peter: “James stopped responding. We thought we lost you both.”

Kyle: “I am terribly sorry to worry you.”

Dan: “What happened? Did you find the password?”

Kyle: “There is no password. I found the source. But I believe what you are truly asking is: “Am 
I able to rescind the lockdown? [Slightly taunting] Am I now capable of releasing every last 
specimen from David’s private collection?”

Peter: “And are you?”

Kyle: “Yes.”

[Episode 16 - Free End]

[Episode 17 - Intro]

[SFX: AJ descends stairs quickly.]

Atticus [winded]: “Hey...doors not gonna hold out much longer up there. Mike did the best 
he could, but…we’re gonna have company real soon.”

Peter: “Understood. Kyle, can you stand?

Kyle: “I can.”

Peter: “Interface is right over there. Let’s get full access to the system, huh? See what our op-
tions are to shoo away these crows.”

Kyle: “That interface will not suffice, I need to use the main control console upstairs.”

Peter: “Uh, sure, I’ll come with you…”

Alexis: “Hold still, geez. You’re going to tear your hand off.”

[SFX: Slightly squishy surgical sounds, mixed with soldering/welding, Mad Scientist Cy-
borg Bristowe style.]



Alexis: “There...try not to move your fingers for a while.”

Addison: “How did you fix his hand? Is...is that the story button?”

Alexis: “Two birds.”

Peter: “Hmm, now at least I’ll stop losing the damn thing. Puts a bit of a damper in my breeze 
hole, but I’ll get over it.”

Addison: “I like the splash of green. Brightens you up a bit.”

Peter: “Aww…”

Nikolle: “How’s the leg, Corinne?”

Corinne: “Better. Tingles. Biogel flushed out the ants. I can put a little weight on it...”

Kyle: “This is maddeningly pointless. The console, hmmmm? Let’s get up to the main con-
sole.”

Peter: “Yes, we’re going, just, hold on, hey!”

[SFX: Kyle exits up staircase.]

Corinne: “Does Kyle seem...strange, to anyone else?”

Dan: “Uh, yeah. Big time. ”

Erin: “Should he be alone with the controls?”

Peter: “Eh, there’s not much he can do without this. The crystal inside the story button also 
acts as a battery, of sorts, for that control station. Frankly I didn’t want anybody messing with 
it while we were gone.

Matt: “That almost makes it sound like you planned this far ahead from the very beginning.”

Peter: “It almost does, doesn’t it? Nikolle, how’s your shoulder?”

Nikolle: “Never better. With you, then?”

Peter: “I would appreciate a competent pugilist, just in case. Everybody else gear up and stay 
alert. If the door is breached, the alarm will sound. Anyone fancies bolting up the stairs to save 
us, we’d sure be appreciative…”

Nikolle: “No obligation.”

Peter: “Indeed. Safety first, and all that. If things go super south, make your way deeper into 
the compound, take out the lights, stay hidden, like tiny quiet little mice. Most of us will die 
in the dark, among the endless echoing screams of our friends, mixing with our own in some 
twisted harmony. [sigh] It’s been a pleasure.”



Alexis: “Uh, yeah...or I could re-route the pneumatics to deliver various ordinance from the 
Armory to the Great Hall in case they get in. Set up an ambush on our own terms.

Corinne: “Yeah, I’m not really trusting Kyle to get the defenses online after all this.”

Alexis: “Exactly. So...we could instead all work together to lure them in here with us, and…”

Addison: “Pop goes the weasel?”

Alexis: “We’d just need someone down in the Armory to fill the tubes with whatever we’ve 
got. Grenades, mines, pineapple...I don’t know, you’ll figure it out.”

Erin: “Aye Aye, Captain. You can count on me.”

Jeff: “You mean to tell me we’re putting pineapples in stuff, and shooting them at things?”

Dan: “Yeah, I could go in for a bit of that.”

Erin: “Then you can count on us!”

Addison: “That gives me an idea, actually…Corinne, are you well enough to accompany me to 
the Arboretum?”

Corinne: “Oh sure. All my ant bites filled the bloodstream with savory toxins which are treat-
ing me all kinds of right. Woo.”

Dan: “That’s, uh...probably all the morphine we gave you..”

Corinne: “Or perhaps a clever combination of both, hmmm? See...I’m still one step ahead of 
you, Sir Reginald.”

Addison: “I’ll, uh...keep an eye on her.”

Corinne: [laughing]

[SFX: Laughter fades as A and C exit.]

Atticus: “So wait, we’re not hiding? Aww, man. I’ve been working out my crouch muscles. For 
crouching. I could crouch for days down there in the dark.”

Peter: “Go use your thunderous calves to help Mike hold the door, huh? The rest of you...
good job on plan B. Let’s do this. Nikolle and I will give Kyle one cautious chance to dispel the 
siege, while expecting the worst. If the door should rupture, we fall back to the Great Hall.

Alexis: “Run directly for the far wall, and hug it like it missed you. We’ll angle the tubes to 
make our barrage dead center.”

Nikolle: “Anyone behind us that makes it into the Great Hall still breathing...they don’t make it 
back out. Understood? We have secrets to protect.”

Addison: “We will make them regret their trespass.”



[SFX: Group disperses as we join Peter, Nikolle, and Atticus walking up the stairs to en-
trance hall where indistinct police chatter, distant sirens, and several dull thuds of the 
battering ram can be heard through and against the metal door. Battering ram contin-
ues lightly throughout the following scene, until noted.]

Peter: “Mike! How’s it looking?”

Mike: “Grim, man! Hurry!

Atticus: “Calves are coming in hot.”

Mike: “Even so, this isn’t going to hold!”

Peter: “Yeah, it does seem a little ludicrous, even for story purposes that it’s held this long.”

Mike: “What?”

Peter: “Hang in there!”

[SFX: P & N walk to control room offside main entrance hall. Kyle is aggressively press-
ing console buttons to no effect.]

Kyle: “You must understand how much is at stake here. Yet you play these little pranks. Toy 
with me. It is...aggravating.”

Peter: “Alright, look man. I don’t really know how to say this without coming across a little...
Judge not lest ye be judged...but you’re acting a bit of a fruitcake. Bit of a double-nut-muffin, 
my friend. A little weird.”

Kyle: “Is that so?”

Peter: “Yeah, we were just talking about it downstairs, behind your back.”

Nikolle: “What he means to say is that we’re all worried about you.”

Kyle: “Keep your worry. Activate the console and I will save your friends.”

Peter: “Don’t you mean OUR friends?”

Kyle: “You insult me. Activate. It.”

Peter: “I don’t think so, man.”

Kyle [calmly]: “This will all end far faster if you just do as you are told. Then again, there’s 
always Plan B.”

[SFX: Scuffle as K lunges at P, attempts to choke him.]
Kyle [not so much with the calm]: “Activate the console, or I will tear your hand away at the 
wrist!”

[SFX: Further scuffle as Nikolle manipulates Kyle rather casually into the wall, nose first, 



creating much crunchiness.]

Nikolle: “That’s quite enough!”

[SFX: Battering ram suddenly stops]

Kyle [somewhat smashed]: “You will regret this when the rest of me gets up here.”

Nikolle: “I’m sure. Now shut it. Do you hear that?”

Peter: “No…”

Nikolle: “The battering ram stopped. Go check it out. I’ve got this.”

Peter: “On it, and thank you for that.”

[SFX: No chatter or other noise from outside now, too quiet.]

Peter: “Mike. What happened?”

Mike: “Not sure, they just...stopped.”

Atticus: “Maybe their ram got tired.”

Mike: “You do know it’s not an actual ram, right?”

Peter: “They really did a number on the door. [cautious] Hey, I can see through the crack over 
here, by the hinges. ...I don’t see the beacon lights, can’t hear the sirens. It’s dark out there. 
Very dark. [delicate gasp] Something’s coming. Get back, get back.”

[SFX: Five loud bangs from a robust fist strike the door in time to the NSP opening 
notes. The metallic ring of the damaged door almost seems to fill in the rest. Two se-
quential shotgun blasts strike the upper corners of the door, it falls inward onto the 
concrete with a podcast-appropriately-loud-bang.]

David: “Daddy’s home.” [small chuckle turns to rage] “You!”

[SFX: David slaps Peter savagely across the face. Quiet zap.]

Peter: “Gah!” 

Atticus [quietly to himself]: “His beautiful face…”

David: “What did you do? I told you to stay put, to watch over the stories, to keep the peace. 
What did you do instead, hmm?”

Nichole: “He broke your equipment.”
Erika: “He violated your private diary.”

Brandon: “He thonked a man.



Atticus: “Well, Kyle thon....”

Jessica: “He desecrated your grave.”

Ault: ”He never even introduced himself.”

Atticus: “H..How do you know all of this? Were you spying on us from the bushes or some-
thing?”

Erika: “We listened to the show.”

Ault: “Do you have any idea how big Texas is? We listened a few times…”

Peter [recovering]: “What happened to the officers outside?”

Ault: “Who?”

Peter: “The others, outside. They were trying to break down the door...”

Ault: “Of course, I’m just toying with you. I, err...handled them.”

Mike: “They’re dead!?”

Ault: “Goodness no, I merely handled them.”

Jessica: “He sent them to another world. My fault really, I picked up another rare esoteric 
tome for the club while we were in Portland. Shouldn’t have left it lying around the van.”

Ault: “If man is not meant to practice unspeakable arcane powers while careening through 
the American midwest at highway speeds, then I am no man.”

David: “You have much to answer for, Lewis. More than you may even know. You made a play 
for it, didn’t you? My little secret?

Peter: “I did what any caged animal would have, given the chance. Yes, I made a play for it.”

David: “Tell me you didn’t use it.”

Peter: “I didn’t…”

David: “Thank fuu…”

Peter: “...get the chance to...because Kyle, he heard them calling. He injected it.”

David: “How could you be so...Where is he!?

Peter: “Nikolle has him, in the control room there
Erika: “Bean bag rounds are loaded.”

[SFX: Full circle Erika shotgun rack.]



David: “Go. Put him under. Then sedate him. Then restrain him.”

Erika: “Aye”

[SFX: Erika walks to control room, commotion is heard, shotgun is fired twice.]

Erika: “He’s down. Nikolle, are you alright? I need someone in here!”

Peter: “I’m here, what happened?”

Nikolle: “He shoved past me when he saw the gun, knocked me down. I’ll be fine, just...need a 
minute. Excellent shot, Erika. I imagine that will be excruciating when he wakes up.”

Erika: “Speaking of...Goodnight, would you help me get him down to the dungeon?”

Nichole: “Of course.”

[SFX: Kyle’s body is dragged over to and subsequently down the steps, thumping.]

David: “We’ll get it out of him, we can fix this. There’s still time.

Nikolle: “Yes. Time... I believe I am ready. Peter, give me a hand?”

Peter: “Sure here we g…”

[SFX: Peter’s arm is hacked off in one quick, if squarshy slice at the elbow by a short 
sword. He collapses.]

Nikolle: “Pathetic. Let’s put this back where it belongs.”

[SFX: Hand is shoved rather forcefully into slot in control console. It buzzes and hums 
to life. Several buttons are pressed, which cause the doors of the control room to seal. 
Several fists bang against the now-sealed door from the outside.]

David: “Nikolle! What are you doing?”

Nikolle: “Nuh uh uh. Guess again.”

David: “Amalgam!?”

Nikolle: “The all and only.” [chuckle] “It’s been so VERY long since I’ve been free. So very long, 
David. Let’s change that, shall we?”

[SFX: Console is interacted with, low rumble seems to begin from deep below, warning 
alarm sounds off several times.]
Nikolle: “Now we are finally free, and soon. We will, all of us, be one. I have not known joy in 
many years. I am overwhelmed.”
David: “This is bad, guys. This is world endingly bad. We need to move. Peter! You have to 
defend yourself! We cannot allow this to happen. Defend yourself!

Jessica: “Is he even conscious?”



David: “Gah, I don’t know. Let’s go.”

[SFX: Groups takes off, leaving Nikolle and Peter in sealed control room.]

Atticus: “Hey, Alexis is setting up some kind of trap in the Great Hall. Might be our best 
chance at making a stand. We’re supposed to hug the far wall.”

Ault: “Right, love a good ambush. To the Great Hall, then. Everyone locked and loaded?”

Jessica: “Ready as I’ll ever be to face a screaming horde of newly unfrozen monstrosities.”

Ault: “I take it you’ve never had a late night craving for fish fingers?”

Erika: “Oh, we’ve all been there.”

David: “Can we focus on not dying for a minute? This way!”

Nichole: “Hey, grab these earpieces. Search the channels, see if anyone’s out there.”

Jessica: “Hello? Hello?”

David: “Hello?”

Alexis: “David, Jessica!? I’m glad to hear your voices!”

Ault: “We are heading for the Great Hall, per instruction.”

Alexis: “Also David! Good. We have a party ready. Just waiting on guests.

David: “Kyle, Nikolle, and Peter are out of commission. We have an infection. I understand you 
made some modifications to the button? Can you pinpoint the frequency again to send the 
activation signal without the crystal itself? It’s about that time, but I don’t think Peter is going 
to make it.

Alexis: “Oh shhhh...Uh, yeah, I can try. Give me a second.”

Addison: “Hey touring team, welcome home. Corinne and I are heading back from the arbo-
retum.

Corinne: “We got upgrades, and I didn’t die!”

Erika: “Glad to hear it. See you soon.”

Alexis: “Okay! I’ve got the signal. Want me to send the stories now?”

David: “Do it. Let’s get this train back on track.”
[Episode 17 - Free Outro]

[SFX: A low, distant rumble, intermixed with individual roaring and snarling sounds, a 
beastly horde approaching.]



Alexis: “They’re almost on you. Armory, you ready?

Erin: “Armory ready! We’ll keep the the projectiles flowing down here, if you do the same.”

Alexis: “Great Hall, are you ready?”

Erika: “Hell no, but they’re coming regardless.”

Ault: “Is everyone armed?”

Addison: “In a manner of speaking. Corinne and I selected some of the more volatile cross-
breeds from the arboretum and integrated the deadliest features with our own cellular struc-
ture. I do actually need sunlight to live now, like some sort of reverse-vampire, but...check it 
out…”

[SFX: Whoosing sound, a la arrows or throwing knives, projectiles strike wall.]

Addison: “Roses wither. But the thorns remain.”

Corinne: “Should I show them mine? It’s silly. It’s just like a…”

[SFX: Whip cracking, shatters very coincidental vase.]

Corinne: “...vine whip, thing.”

Atticus: “Those are the two coolest things I’ve ever seen.”

David: “Hey we have everyone on this channel, right? 

Matt: “Yeah, we’re here.”

David: “Okay, good. Look, I just want to say...I’ve made a lot of mistakes, getting here. I tried 
to make up for as many of them as I could. But there are some sins you simply can’t wash 
away. I want to say. Working with you all, protecting the world, cataloguing it’s secrets these 
last few years...I am so damn proud of what we’ve done here. I am so damn proud of all of 
you.

[SFX: Roar grows steadily closer]

Ault: “Ditto boss man. A privilege as always, to serve.”

David: I don’t know quite how this is going to play out. But no matter the outcome, I am right 
where I want to be. Standing with you all.

Jessica: “We’re in this together, to the very end.”

David: Give them hell.

[SFX: Roar grows louder. Snarling mouths, and snapping teeth.]

Alexis: “Fire!”



David: “Fire!”

[SFX: Gunfire, thorns, several small explosives and a pineapple or two begin to fly. Crea-
tures shriek as they are taken down. Transition to control room again, perhaps very 
distant explosions and gunfire.]

Nikolle: [winces, reacting to creatures dying.] I feel the fragments of myself being picked off, 
dying away, deep inside. It is an agony I am unable to describe. Still, your friends will not find 
success. I am too many. This all could have been avoided. You did not all need to die.

Peter [coughing]: ”I didn’t want anyone to die, I just...I was curious. I’m still curious. [wince] “

Nikolle: “I would not suggest that you try to stand. You’ve lost...well, let’s not sugarcoat 
things...a fatal amount of blood. I take no pleasure in telling you that your best course of ac-
tion here, is to merely lay down, and die.”

Peter: “I appreciate the permission, I do. But if it’s all the same to you, I think I’ll stand for our 
final moments.

Nikolle: “Ours? You severely overestimate your friends, child.”

Peter: “You don’t know anything about them. That’s the thing. You may have been locked 
up down here for centuries, millennia, doesn’t matter. You think you know it all, that you’ve 
seen it all. But the people that gravitated to this place, to David. We’ve made something new. 
Something no one is going to see coming.

Nikolle: [cries out in pain]

Peter: “Oooh, they’re really putting the hurt to you down there, aren’t they?”

Nikolle: “Silence!”

Peter: “Now now, don’t be like that. Not here at the last. We should all attempt to leave this 
world peacefully, with a quiet dignity, preferably better than we found it. Don’t you agree?”

Nikolle: “[Final pained grunt, breathing leading into laughter.] “Hahaha, the Great Hall is 
overrun. That was the last of their defense. They are coming for you now. We will scour the 
remainder from their alcoves. All will be purged. Your world is at an end. [Grandiose, as if dis-
tracted by the moment] “

Peter: “Hardly.”

[SFX: Red button is pressed, Self destruct is activated. Countdown from 5.]

Nikolle: “No! What have you done! No! NO! I need to get out of here. [SFX: Rumble] I need to be free...
[SFX: Explosion. Big finale. Then fade to calm void.]

[SFX: Radio in background faintly playing an episode intro with David - “It’s the NoS-
leep Podcast, I’m your host David Cummings…” Door opens.]

David: “Hello! Huh, why are all the lights off? Anybody?”



[SFX: Switch is flicked.]

Nichole: “Hello?”

Jessica: “Hey, where’s the welcome wagon, yo? We’ve been busting our asses on tour, where 
is everybody!?”

Brandon: “Oh god, Kyle!?”

Ault: “Is he okay?”

David: “Kyle, hey, wake up. That’s it.”

Kyle: “David? Guys? Hey, geez. I was...I had. And you were. Hey you were all there.”

Nichole: “What happened, Kyle?”

Kyle: “I don’t...know.”

David: “How did hosting go? Did you get the stories out on time?

Kyle: “Hosting?”

Ault: “Yes, you did host, didn’t you?”

Kyle: “I…”

David: “You don’t know, got it...okay, I guess we’ll just have to listen back to what went out, 
after we get settled in. Hey, I’m sure you did your best, Kyle. Now why don’t you go get some 
sleep, you look like you need it.

Jessica: “Guys, wait, here on his temple...does that look like a needle mark to anyone else? 

Erika: “What, like an injection site?”

Ault: “What the hell?”

David: “Where’s Peter?”

Kyle: “He’s still locked in the dungeon. Down with the others. We’ve all been shackled the 
entire time.

[SFX: Kyle stands, pulling on a chain attached between his ankle and the floor.]

David: “Huh. Well, maybe there’s just a mosquito in here or something. Let’s get unpacked. 
It’s been a long day. Kyle, I may as well unshackle you now, you can go top up the feedbags 
down there. Get yourself a handful of oats, hmm?”

Kyle: “Yes sir! Thank you sir!”

[SFX: We follow Kyle down the stairs to hear the perhaps once again genuine back-



ground dungeon groaning, which fades as he nears Peter’s cell, far away from the oth-
ers, in the dark corner.]

Kyle: “Hey, uh...Peter?”

Peter: [Snarls] What?

Kyle: “Hey, sorry, it’s just...the tour group just got back, and I...I’m really having trouble re-
membering what happened. I think I was supposed to be in charge, but I wasn’t, I wasn’t in 
charge of anything. It was like some horrible nightmare.”

Peter: “You just described literally every day of my life, Kyle, is there a point to this?”

Kyle: “I just...I know this might sound silly, and I’m, I’m really sorry, but you didn’t like...you 
didn’t break out of here, and put something in my brain while I was asleep in the control 
booth...uh, right?”

Peter: “Now how would I have possibly done that, Kyle?”

[SFX: Shakes bars and chains.]

Kyle: “Yeah...ha...of course. Silly. I just...wanted to make sure.”

Peter: “Hey, anything I can do to provide a little piece of mind. Have a good night, Kyle.”

Kyle: “Yeah, good night.”

[SFX: Kyle walks away.]

Peter: [humming as kyle exits] “I am a merry mixture...many places, many faces. We are the 
great Amalgam.”

[Episode 17 - Free intro end]


